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ABSTRACT
We present the results of five NuSTAR observations of the type 2 active galactic nucleus (AGN) in
IC 751, three of which were performed simultaneously with XMM-Newton or Swift/XRT. We find that
the nuclear X-ray source underwent a clear transition from a Compton-thick (NH ≃ 2 × 10
24 cm−2)
to a Compton-thin (NH ≃ 4 × 10
23 cm−2) state on timescales of . 3 months, which makes IC751
the first changing-look AGN discovered by NuSTAR. Changes of the line-of-sight column density at
a ∼ 2σ level are also found on a time-scale of ∼ 48 hours (∆NH ∼ 10
23 cm−2). From the lack of
spectral variability on timescales of ∼ 100 ks we infer that the varying absorber is located beyond
the emission-weighted average radius of the broad-line region, and could therefore be related either
to the external part of the broad-line region or a clumpy molecular torus. By adopting a physical
torus X-ray spectral model, we are able to disentangle the column density of the non-varying absorber
(NH ∼ 3.8×10
23 cm−2) from that of the varying clouds [NH ∼ (1−150)×10
22 cm−2], and to constrain
that of the material responsible for the reprocessed X-ray radiation (NH ∼ 6 × 10
24 cm−2). We find
evidence of significant intrinsic X-ray variability, with the flux varying by a factor of five on timescales
of a few months in the 2–10 and 10–50keV band.
Keywords: X-rays: galaxies – Galaxies: active – Galaxies: Seyfert – Galaxies: Individual: IC 751
1. INTRODUCTION
Variability of the line-of-sight column density (NH)
might be rather common in Active Galactic Nu-
clei (AGN) (Risaliti et al. 2002; Bianchi et al. 2012;
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Torricelli-Ciamponi et al. 2014), and in the past decade
several objects have been found to show eclipses of the
X-ray source, both due to Compton-thick (CT, NH &
1024 cm−2) and to Compton-thin (NH < 10
24 cm−2)
material. Since the X-ray source is believed to be lo-
cated very close to the supermassive black hole (SMBH),
this variable absorption could be associated either with
broad-line region (BLR) clouds, or with clumps in
the molecular torus. In at least a few cases (e.g.,
Risaliti et al. 2009; Maiolino et al. 2010) these variations
have been found to happen on timescales of days, and are
consistent with being related to material in the BLR.
Markowitz et al. (2014) have recently shown, by study-
ing RXTE light-curves of 55 AGN, that for eight objects
of their sample there seems to be variation of absorb-
ing material also on longer timescales (months to years).
They associated these changes in NH with clumps in the
molecular torus. Interestingly, none of the eclipses de-
tected by Markowitz et al. (2014) were due to CT mate-
rial.
So far variations in the NH of the neutral ab-
sorber have been found in more than twenty AGN
including 1H0419−577 (Pounds et al. 2004), Cen-
taurusA (Beckmann et al. 2011; Rivers et al. 2011),
ESO323−G77 (Miniutti et al. 2014), H0557-385
(Longinotti et al. 2009), MR 2251-178, Mrk 348, Mrk 509
(Markowitz et al. 2014), Mrk 6 (Immler et al. 2003),
Mrk 766 (Risaliti et al. 2011), Mrk 79 (Markowitz et al.
2014), NGC1068 (Marinucci et al. 2015), NGC1365
(Risaliti et al. 2005, 2007; Maiolino et al. 2010;
Walton et al. 2014; Rivers et al. 2015a), NGC3227
(Lamer et al. 2003), NGC3783 (Markowitz et al.
2014), NGC4151 (Puccetti et al. 2007), NGC4388
(Elvis et al. 2004), NGC4395 (Nardini & Risaliti
2011), NGC4507 (Braito et al. 2013; Marinucci et al.
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Table 1
X-ray observations log.
Obs. # Facility Observation date Observation ID Net Exposure [ks]
1 Swift/XRTa 2008-02-20 13:13:01 00037374001 2.3
2 NuSTAR 2012-10-28 23:01:07 60061217002 13.1
3 NuSTAR 2013-02-04 00:26:07 60061217004 52.0
4 NuSTAR 2013-05-23 05:36:07 60061217006 25.0
4 Swift/XRT 2013-05-25 16:38:59 00080064001 5.8
5 NuSTAR 2014-11-28 06:01:07 60001148002 26.3
5 XMM-Newton 2014-11-28 13:20:42 0744040301 18.4b; 23.1c
6 NuSTAR 2014-11-30 06:26:07 60001148004 25.7
6 XMM-Newton 2014-11-30 13:11:46 0744040401 18.2b; 22.4c
Notes. a this observation was not used for spectral fitting because of the
low number of counts; b EPIC/PN; c EPIC MOS1 & MOS2
2013), NGC454 (Marchese et al. 2012), NGC5506
(Markowitz et al. 2014), NGC6300 (Guainazzi 2002),
NGC7582 (Piconcelli et al. 2007; Bianchi et al. 2009;
Rivers et al. 2015b), NGC7674 (Bianchi et al. 2005),
PG2112+059 (Gallagher et al. 2004), UGC4203
(Guainazzi et al. 2002; Risaliti et al. 2010), and
SWIFTJ2127.4+5654 (Sanfrutos et al. 2013). In most
cases these variations are due to Compton-thin mate-
rial, and only for a handful of sources is the varying
absorber CT (i.e., ESO323−G77, NGC1068, NGC1365,
NGC454, NGC6300, NGC7582, NGC7674, UGC 4203).
AGN switching between Compton-thin and CT states
are usually dubbed changing-look AGN (e.g., Matt et al.
2003), because their spectral shape changes dramatically
(from transmission-dominated to reflection-dominated).
In the optical band changing-look AGN are objects
that transition from type-1 to type-1.8/1.9/2 (e.g.,
LaMassa et al. 2015), or from type-1.8/1.9/2 to type-1
(e.g., Shappee et al. 2014). In the following we will refer
to the X-ray classification only.
IC 751 (z = 0.0311, D = 137Mpc, Falco et al. 1999) is
a type 2 AGN (Ve´ron-Cetty & Ve´ron 2010) in an edge-
on spiral galaxy (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) that has
not yet been studied in detail in the X-ray band. The
source was reported in the 70-month Swift/BAT cata-
logue (Baumgartner et al. 2013), and was observed by
NuSTAR as part of the campaign aimed at following-up
Swift/BAT detected sources (Balokovic et al., in prep.).
The interesting X-ray characteristics of this object trig-
gered several follow-up observations with NuSTAR. We
report here on the five NuSTAR observations of this
source carried out between 2012 and 2014, two of which
were performed jointly with XMM-Newton. The source
switches from a CT to Compton-thin state between
the different observations, and is the first changing-look
AGN discovered by NuSTAR. Following our X-ray spec-
tral and temporal analysis we put constraints on the loca-
tion of the varying obscuring material. Throughout the
paper we consider a luminosity distance of the source
of dL = 135Mpc, and adopt standard cosmological pa-
rameters (H0 = 70 km s
−1Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7).
Unless otherwise stated, all uncertainties are quoted at
the 90% confidence level.
2. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
IC 751 was observed five times by NuSTAR, twice
jointly with XMM-Newton (PI F. Bauer), and two times
by Swift/XRT. Details about these observations are re-
ported in Table 1.
2.1. NuSTAR
The Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR,
Harrison et al. 2013) is the first focusing X-ray telescope
in orbit operating above 10 keV. NuSTAR consists of two
focal-plane modules (FPMA and FPMB), both operating
in the 3–79keV band and with similar characteristics.
NuSTAR observed IC 751 five times between October
2012 and November 2014, with exposure times ranging
between 13 and 52 ks (Table 1). The data collected by
NuSTAR were processed using the NuSTARData Analy-
sis Software nustardas v1.4.1 within Heasoft v6.16, us-
ing the latest calibration files, released in March 2015
(Madsen et al. 2015). The source spectra and light-
curves were extracted using the nuproducts task, se-
lecting circular regions with a radius of 50′′. The back-
ground spectra and light-curves were obtained in a sim-
ilar fashion, using a circular region of 60′′ radius located
where no other source was detected. The source light-
curve was corrected for background using the lcmath
task.
2.2. XMM-Newton
The XMM-Newton X-ray observatory (Jansen et al.
2001) observed IC 751 twice at the end of November 2014.
We analysed the two ∼ 20 ks XMM-Newton observations
of IC 751, taking into account the data obtained by the
PN (Stru¨der et al. 2001) and MOS (Turner et al. 2001)
cameras. The observation data files (ODFs) were re-
duced using the the XMM-Newton Standard Analysis
Software (SAS) version 12.0.1 (Gabriel et al. 2004). The
raw PN (MOS) data files were then processed using the
epchain (emchain) task.
For both observations we analyzed the background
light curves in the 10–12 keV band (EPIC/PN), and
above 10 keV (EPIC/MOS), to filter the exposures for
periods of high background activity. We set the threshold
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Table 2
X-ray spectral analysis – slab model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Model Parameters Obs. 2 Obs. 3 Obs. 4 Obs. 5 Obs. 6
[2012-10-28] [2013-02-04] [2013-05-23] [2014-11-28] [2014-11-30]
Photon index Γ 1.96∗ 1.74∗ 1.73∗ 1.93+0.13−0.12 1.89
+0.17
−0.17
Cutoff energy EC [keV] ≥ 222
∗ ≥ 222∗ ≥ 222∗ ≥ 192 ≥ 222
Reflection param. R 0.02∗ 0.27∗ 0.28∗ ≤ 0.17 0.14+0.16−0.13
Col. density NH [1022 cm−2] 199
+75
−67 121
+29
−27 32
+9
−6 38
+3
−3 49
+7
−6
Fraction of scattered component f scatt [%] 17.3
+9.0
−10.5 0.9
∗ 0.9∗ 0.5+0.2−0.2 0.6
+0.3
−0.2
Temperature kT [keV] 0.94† 0.94† 1.01∗ 0.82+0.15−0.09 0.94
+0.07
−0.19
Energy (FeKα) [keV] 6.25∗ 6.36∗ 6.25∗ 6.42+0.08−0.09 6.36
+0.10
−0.11
Norm. (FeKα) [10−6 photons cm−2 s−1] 2.1∗ 1.9∗ 1.5∗ 1.4+1.1−1.0 1.3
+0.8
−0.8
EW(FeKα) [eV] 281+43−218 489
+955
−26 130
+617
−65 60
+33
−44 108
+64
−39
F obs2−10 [10
−12 erg cm−2 s−1] 0.7+0.1−0.5 0.22
+0.01
−0.08 0.62
+0.02
−0.06 1.11
+0.07
−0.12 0.56
+0.03
−0.09
F 2−10 [10−12 erg cm−2 s−1] 22
+3
−15 3.4
+0.2
−1.2 2.1
+0.1
−0.2 5.9
+0.4
−0.6 3.8
+0.2
−0.6
F obs10−50 [10
−12 erg cm−2 s−1] 4.2+0.5−2.4 3.5
+0.1
−1.6 3.9
+0.3
−0.3 5.2
+0.3
−0.6 3.5
+0.2
−0.7
F 10−50 [10−12 erg cm−2 s−1] 22
+3
−13 6.7
+0.2
−3.1 4.7
+0.4
−0.4 7.3
+0.4
−0.8 5.2
+0.3
−1.0
logL 2−10 [ erg s−1] 43.7 42.9 42.7 43.1 42.9
logL 10−50 [ erg s−1] 43.7 43.2 43.0 43.2 43.1
χ2/DOF 31.3/27 84.7/95 131.9/111A 256.8/257 224.8/176
Note. — The table reports the model parameters obtained by fitting the X-ray spectra of the five epochs with the slab model:
constant×tbabsGal×(ztbabs×cabs×cutoffpl + apec + pexrav + zgauss + constant×cutoffpl) in XSPEC; The luminosities
reported here are the intrinsic (i.e., absorption-corrected) values. For details see Sect. 3.1. ∗ value of the parameter left free to vary within
the uncertainties of Obs. 6. † value of the parameter fixed. A Poissonian statistics applied for Swift/XRT data. The uncertainties reported
for the Fe Kα EW correspond to the 68% confidence interval.
to 0.5 ct s−1 and to 0.3 ct s−1 for PN and MOS, respec-
tively. This resulted in about 10% of the observations
being filtered out. We report the final exposures used
in Table 1. Only patterns that correspond to single and
double events (PATTERN ≤ 4) were selected for PN,
and corresponding to single, double, triple and quadru-
ple events for MOS (PATTERN ≤ 12).
For the three cameras, the source spectra were ex-
tracted from the final filtered event list using circular
regions centred on the object, with a radius of 20′′, while
the background was estimated using circular regions with
a radius of 40′′ located on the same CCD as the source,
where no other source was present. No pile-up was de-
tected for any of the three cameras in the two obser-
vations. The ARFs and RMFs were created using the
arfgen and rmfgen tasks, respectively. For both ob-
servations the source and background spectra of the two
MOS cameras, together with the RMF and ARF files,
were merged using the addascaspec task.
2.3. Swift
IC 751 was observed twice by the X-ray Telescope
(XRT, Burrows et al. 2005) on board the Swift obser-
vatory (Gehrels et al. 2004): for 2.3 ks in February 2008
and for 5.8 ks, two days after the NuSTAR observation, in
May 2013. During the first observation only five counts
were detected, so that no detailed spectral analysis could
be performed. The data were reduced using the xrt-
pipeline v0.13.0, which is part of the XRT Data Anal-
ysis Software within Heasoft v6.16.
The Burst Alert Telescope (BAT) onboard Swift has
been monitoring the sky in the 14–195keV band since
2005, and has detected so far more than 800 AGN
(Baumgartner et al. 2013), of which 55 CT sources
(Ricci et al. 2015). Given the significant NH variabil-
ity of IC 751 found by NuSTAR, we did not use the
70-month stacked Swift/BAT spectrum for our spec-
tral analysis. The long-term variability inferred by
Swift/BAT will be discussed in Sect. 5. The 70-month av-
eraged flux of IC 751 in the 14–195keV band is 13.1+3.9
−3.6×
10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 (90% confidence interval).
3. X-RAY SPECTRAL ANALYSIS – SLAB MODEL
We performed X-ray spectral analysis with
XSPECv.12.8.2 (Arnaud 1996). To all models we
added a photoelectric absorption component (tbabs,
Wilms et al. 2000) to take into account Galactic ab-
sorption in the direction of the source, fixing the
value of the column density to N GH = 1.2 × 10
20 cm−2
(Kalberla et al. 2005). In order to use χ2 statistics,
NuSTAR FPMA/FPMB and XMM-Newton EPIC PN
and MOS spectra were binned to have at least 20 counts
per bin. Quoted errors correspond to 90% confidence
level (∆χ2 = 2.7). Given the low signal-to-noise of
the Swift/XRT spectrum of Obs. 4 we did not bin the
spectrum, and applied Cash statistics (Cash 1979, cstat
in XSPEC).
As a first step to shed light on the spectral variability
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Figure 1. X-ray spectra of IC 751 obtained for the five observations discussed here. Swift/XRT data were rebinned to have a significance
of at least 2σ per bin only for visual clarity. The black continuous line represents the best fit to the data obtained using the slab model
described in Sect. 3.1. The black dotted line represents the absorbed primary cutoff power-law continuum, the red dot-dashed line shows
the features arising from reprocessed X-ray emission (Compton hump and Fe Kα line), the blue dot-dashed line represents the collisionally
ionized plasma emission, while the dot-dot-dashed black line is the scattered component. The bottom panels show the ratio between the
data and the model obtained for the five observations (symbols are the same as for the X-ray spectra).
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Figure 2. Contour plot of the power-law normalization and the
column density for Obs. 5 (blue) and Obs. 6 (red). Continuous,
dashed and dotted contours represent the 68%, 90% and 99% con-
fidence intervals, respectively.
we used a model which considers reprocessed radiation
from a slab to reproduce the X-ray spectrum of IC751.
Since the first two datasets lacked simultaneous coverage
below 5 keV, and the Swift/XRT observation in Obs. 4
did not have a very high signal-to-noise ratio, we used
the two joint NuSTAR/XMM-Newton spectra (obs. 5
and 6, Sect. 3.1) to constrain the fundamental parame-
ters (photon index, normalization of the reflection com-
ponent, normalization of the Fe Kα line), and then used
this information to fit the other observations (obs. 2, 3
and 4, Sect. 3.2), in order to constrain the value of the
line-of-sight column density, NH, and the normalization
of the X-ray primary emission. Observation 1 was not
used due to its poor statistics. It was however possible
to infer the 2–10keV flux of the X-ray source during this
observation (3.1+0.4
−2.4× 10
−13 erg s cm−2), which is consis-
tent with that of Observation 3.
3.1. Observations 5 and 6
The slab model we used to analyze the broad-band X-
ray spectrum of IC 751 includes: i) a power-law with a
high-energy cutoff, which represents the primary X-ray
emission; ii) photoelectric absorption and Compton scat-
tering, to take into account the line-of-sight obscuration;
iii) unabsorbed X-ray reprocessed radiation; iv) a Gaus-
sian line to reproduce the Fe Kα emission; v) a cutoff
power-law component to reproduce the scattered X-ray
emission; vi) a thermal plasma model, to take into ac-
count a possible contribution of the host galaxy to the X-
ray spectrum below ∼ 2 keV. It must be stressed that the
emission below 2 keV, which cannot be accounted for by
the scattered component alone, could also be due to the
blending of emission lines created by photo-ionisation.
However, due to the limited energy resolution of our data,
in the following we will use a thermal plasma model. To
reproduce photoelectric absorption and Compton scat-
tering we used the tbabs and cabs models, respectively.
We took into account the reprocessed X-ray radiation
using the pexrav model (Magdziarz & Zdziarski 1995),
which assumes reflection from a semi-infinite slab. The
value of the reflection parameter (R) was set to be nega-
tive in order to include only the reprocessed component.
The values of the photon index (Γ), cutoff energy (EC)
and the normalization were fixed to the values of the cut-
off power-law, while the inclination angle of the observer
with respect to the reflecting slab was set to i = 30◦.
This angle was selected considering the type 2 nature of
IC 751, and assuming that the reflecting material is as-
sociated with the molecular torus. The width of the Fe
Kα line (σ) was fixed to 40 eV, a value well below the
energy resolution of XMM-Newton and NuSTAR, while
the energy and normalization of the line were left free to
vary. The width of the Fe Kα was chosen considering
that the bulk of the line is created in material located in
the BLR or in the molecular torus (e.g., Shu et al. 2010;
Ricci et al. 2014a,b). The scattered X-ray emission was
taken into account by multiplying an additional unab-
sorbed cutoff power law by a constant (f scatt, typically
of the order of a few percent), fixing all the parameters
to those of the primary X-ray emission. A multiplica-
tive constant to include possible cross-calibration offset
between the different instruments was added, and was
found to be typically . 12% of unity. In XSPEC our
model is:
constant×tbabsGal×[ztbabs×cabs×cutoffpl +
apec + pexrav + zgauss + f scatt×cutoffpl].
The results of the spectral fitting are reported in Ta-
ble 2. In both Obs.5 and Obs.6 we found the source in a
Compton-thin state, with a photon index of Γ ∼ 1.9 and
a high-energy cutoff of E c & 200keV. The two obser-
vations show a change in NH (Fig. 2), with Obs.5 being
less obscured than Obs.6 (∆NH ∼ 10
23 cm−2, significant
at a ∼ 2σ level). The two observations also show ev-
idence of intrinsic flux variation, with the source being
significantly brighter in Obs.5. The reflection component
appears to be rather weak, with a value of R = 0.14+0.16
−0.13
in Obs. 6, while it is less constrained in Obs. 5 due to
the higher flux level. The fraction of scattered flux is
found to be f scatt ∼ 0.5% of the primary X-ray flux.
The X-ray spectra and the ratio between the data and
the best-fitting model are shown in Fig. 1.
3.2. Observation 2, 3 and 4
To study Obs. 2, 3 and 4 we set all the parameters,
with the exception of the normalization of the primary
X-ray emission and the column density, to the values ob-
tained from the study of Obs. 6. The normalization and
NH were allowed to vary within the uncertainties of the
values obtained by fitting the X-ray spectrum of Obs. 6.
Observation 6 was chosen because the X-ray source was
caught in a low-flux state, which allows better constraints
on the normalization of the Fe Kα line and of the repro-
cessed X-ray emission.
Fitting Obs.2 with the approach described above we
obtained a chi-squared of 49.5 for 28 DOF, and a clear
excess below 6 keV. This excess can be removed by al-
lowing the obscuring material to partially cover the X-
ray source, so that some of the primary X-ray flux is
able to leak out unabsorbed; i.e., by leaving f scatt free
to vary. This model yields a good value of chi-squared
(χ2/DOF=31.3/27), and a fraction of unabsorbed flux of
∼ 17%. Assuming that the scattered fraction is ∼ 0.5%,
as found by the spectral analysis of Obs. 5 and 6, this
would imply that the absorber is covering ∼ 83% of the
X-ray source in the line-of-sight. The column density is
significantly larger than in Obs. 5 and 6, with the ob-
6 Ricci et al.
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Figure 3. Geometry assumed for the torus model reported in
Sect. 4.1. The parameters θ i, N
C
H , N
T
H (θ i) and N
T
H are the incli-
nation angle, the column density of the cloud (variable), the column
density of the torus at an angle θ i (non-variable), and the equato-
rial (i.e. maximum) column density of the torus, respectively.
scurer consistent with being CT [log(NH/cm
−2) = 24.3],
while the source is in a high-flux state during this obser-
vation (Table 2).
The X-ray spectrum of Obs.3 shows that the X-ray
source was obscured by CT material also ∼ 3months
later [log(NH/cm
−2) ∼ 24.13]. As can be seen in Fig. 1,
the source was not in a high-flux state anymore, and the
spectrum shows a prominent Fe Kα line (EW∼ 500 eV).
Leaving the value of f scatt free to vary does not improve
significantly the chi-squared (∆χ2 ∼ 1 for 1 less DOF).
The Fe Kα EW is higher in Obs. 3 than in Obs. 2 due to
the higher flux level of the X-ray source during Obs. 2.
The broad-band Swift/XRT–NuSTAR spectrum of
Obs. 4 shows that IC 751 was in a Compton-thin state
at the end of May 2013, while the X-ray source was sig-
nificantly dimmer with respect to the previous two ob-
servations, with its intrinsic flux level comparable to that
observed during Obs. 6.
4. X-RAY SPECTRAL ANALYSIS – TORUS MODEL
To investigate further the structure of the absorbers,
and to disentangle the torus absorption from that
caused by clouds in the line-of-sight, assuming an ho-
mogeneous torus, we used the MYTorus model20
(Murphy & Yaqoob 2009). The MYTorus model con-
siders absorbed and reprocessed X-ray emission from
a smooth torus with a half-opening angle θOA of 60
◦,
and can be used for spectral fitting as a combination
of three additive and exponential table models. These
tabulated models include the zeroth-order continuum21
(mytorusZ), the scattered continuum (mytorusS) and
a component which contains the fluorescent emission
lines (mytorusL).
4.1. Standard MYTorus
The analysis we carried out using the slab model
(Sect. 3) showed that NH is highly variable, so that it
cannot be associated with a smooth absorber alone. This
20 http://www.mytorus.com/
21 This component takes into account both Compton scattering
and photoelectric absorption.
Figure 4. Torus spectral model used for the analysis of
IC 751. The black continuous line represents the total flux,
while the components shown are: the absorbed X-ray power-law
(zpow×ztbabs×cabs×mytorusZ, dotted black line), the scat-
tered component from the torus (mytorusS, dot-dashed blue line),
the fluorescent emission lines (mytorusL, dot-dashed red line),
the thermal component (magenta dashed line), and the scattered
emission (green dot-dot-dashed line). The values are set to those
obtained during Obs. 2, for more details see Sect. 4.1 and Table 3.
is also confirmed by the fact that applying the smooth
MYTorus model to all the X-ray spectra available, set-
ting the values to be the same for the different obser-
vations, results in a chi-squared of χ2 = 2628.2 for 707
DOF. Also considering different normalisations of the di-
rect and scattered component or different values of the
column density of the scattering and absorbing material
fails to reproduce the X-ray spectrum, resulting in values
of the reduced chi-squared of χ2ν > 2. We therefore used
an alternative approach to take into account variable ab-
sorption by combining the non-varying torus absorption
[mytorusZ(Tor)] with what we define as the cloud ab-
sorption. The geometry of the absorber we assume is
shown in Fig. 3. We adopted a model which includes
the three components of MYTorus plus a collisionally
ionized plasma, and power law to reproduce the scat-
tered component, similar to what was done in Sect. 3.
In order to take into account the variable absorber we
used an additional obscuring multiplicative component
[mytorusZ(Cloud, N CH )], where N
C
H is the column
density of the cloud. In XSPEC the syntax of our model
is:
constant×tbabsGal×[mytorusZ(Cloud)
×mytorusZ(Tor)× zpowerlaw + mytorusS +
apec + gsmooth(mytorusL) + f scatt×zpowerlaw].
The free parameters of MYTorus are the photon in-
dex Γ, the equatorial column density of the torus N TH
and the inclination angle of the observer θ i. We con-
volved the fluorescent emission lines of MYTorus us-
ing a Gaussian function (gsmooth in XSPEC) to take
into account the expected velocity broadening. We fixed
the width of the lines to a full width half maximum of
FWHM = 2000 km s−1, consistent with the average value
obtained for 36 AGN at z < 0.3 by the Chandra/HEG
study of Shu et al. (2010). The model was also multi-
plied by a constant to take into account cross-calibration
between the different spectra.
We fitted simultaneously the five sets of observations
discussed above. The values of θ i, N
T
H , Γ, and the nor-
malization of the scattered component (n refl, which in-
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Table 3
X-ray spectral analysis – torus model
MYTorus
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Observation N CH n po Γ N
T
H θ i n refl kT f scatt
[1022 cm−2] [10−3 ph keV−1 cm−2 s−1] [1024 cm−2] [deg] [10−3 ph keV−1 cm−2 s−1] [keV] [%]
2 [2012.82] 150+19−15 3.83
+0.43
−0.42 1.88
+0.01
−0.04 4.76
+0.09
−0.27 60.3
+0.2
−0.2 1.14
+0.15
−0.11 0.93
+0.04
−0.04 4.2
+0.8
−0.8
3 [2013.10] 111+8−7 2.10
+0.18
−0.17 // // // // // 1.6
+0.5
−0.5
4 [2013.39] 5.1+3.0−3.1 0.94
+0.06
−0.06 // // // // // 3.2
+1.5
−1.2
5 [2014.91] 0.58+0.08−0.05 1.83
+0.07
−0.05 // // // // // 0.4
+0.1
−0.1
6 [2014.92] 0.49+0.10−0.05 0.75
+0.04
−0.04 // // // // // 0.8
+0.1
−0.1
MYTorus – decoupled model
Observation N CH n po Γ N
T
H (Z) N
T
H (S, L) n refl kT f scatt
[1022 cm−2] [10−3 ph keV−1 cm−2 s−1] [1024 cm−2] [1024 cm−2] [10−3 ph keV−1 cm−2 s−1] [keV] [%]
2 [2012.82] 147+82−48 4.71
+6.29
−2.45 1.98
+0.08
−0.07 0.37
+0.02
−0.02 6.0
+3.5
−2.2 1.22
+0.50
−0.36 0.93
+0.05
−0.11 4.1
+3.4
−2.0
3 [2013.10] 105+32−26 2.43
+1.60
−0.90 // // // // // 1.6
+0.9
−0.7
4 [2013.39] ≤ 18 1.20+0.45−0.30 // // // // // 2.7
+3.4
−1.8
5 [2014.91] 0.64+0.17−0.07 2.08
+0.05
−0.03 // // // // // 0.4
+0.1
−0.1
6 [2014.92] 11.1+5.0−4.9 1.28
+0.38
−0.27 // // // // // 0.6
+0.2
−0.3
Note. — Model parameters obtained by fitting simultaneously the 15 X-ray spectra of IC 751 (divided in 5 epochs). The table reports
(1) the observation number, (2) the cloud column density, (3) the normalization of the primary power-law emission, (4) the photon index
of the primary X-ray emission, (5) the equatorial column density of the torus, (6) the inclination angle of the observer (see Fig. 3), (7) the
normalization of the reflection component, (8) the temperature of the collisionally ionized plasma, (9) the fraction of scattered unabsorbed
emission. The upper part of the table refers to the MYTorus model in his original formulation (with the addition of a cloud of neutral
material, see Sect. 4.1), while the lower part reports the results obtained by using MYTorus in the decoupled mode (Sect. 4.2). In the lower
part column (5) is the torus column density of the mytorusZ component for θ i(Z) = 90
◦, and (6) is the column density of the mytorusS
and mytorusL components, assuming θ i(S, L) = 0
◦ and θ i(S,L) = 90
◦.
cludes the Compton hump) were left free to vary, and
tied to be constant for all observations. The normaliza-
tion of the fluorescent-lines was fixed to n refl. The nor-
malization of the primary power-law component (n po),
the value of N CH and that of f scatt were left free to have
independent values for different observations.
The results obtained by this torus model are reported
in the upper part of Table 3. The fit yields a chi-squared
of χ2 = 774.8 (for 688 DOF), and the primary X-ray
emission has a value of the photon index consistent with
that found using the slab model. As with the slab model,
we find a clear variation of the line-of-sight column den-
sity, with the clouds having values of the column density
spanning between 1.5 × 1024 and 5 × 1021 cm−2. This
approach also confirms a significant change in the value
of f scatt between the five observations, which varies be-
tween ∼ 4% and ∼ 0.4%. These variations in f scatt are
interpreted as being due to a partially covering absorber
in the line of sight. Contrary to what we obtained us-
ing the slab model, applying MYTorus we do not find
a significant variation of the line-of-sight column density
between Obs. 5 and Obs. 6. The model used, with the
parameters set to those obtained for Obs. 2, is shown in
Fig. 4.
We found an equatorial column density of N TH ≃
4.8× 1024 cm−2 and an inclination angle of the observer
of θ i ≃ 60.3
◦, close to grazing incidence. The line-of-
sight column density in the toroidal geometry assumed
by MYTorus can be obtained by
N TH (θ i) = N
T
H (1− 4 cos
2 θ i)
1
2 , (1)
which implies that for IC 751 N TH (θ i) ≃ 6.4× 10
23 cm−2,
a value larger than the lowest column density inferred by
adopting the slab model. However, given the dependence
of the column density on the inclination angle, and the
problems associated with the toroidal geometry for incli-
nation angles close to the edges (see discussion in Yaqoob
2012), the uncertainty associated with this value is large.
4.2. Decoupled MYTorus
To test further the structure of the absorber, we ap-
plied MYTorus in the decoupled mode (Yaqoob 2012).
This was done by: i) separating the column density of the
absorbing [N TH (Z)] and reprocessing [N
T
H (S,L)] mate-
rial, leaving both of them free to vary; ii) fixing the incli-
nation angle of mytorusL and mytorusS to θ i(S,L) =
0◦, and that of mytorusZ to θ i(Z) = 90
◦; iii) adding a
second scattered component with θ i(S,L) = 90
◦ and the
same column density and normalization of the one with
θ i(S,L) = 0
◦; iii) leaving the normalizations of the two
components (n po and n refl) free, as was done in Sect. 4.1.
The model we used assumes a geometry which consists of
two absorbers, one varying and one constant with time,
plus reprocessing material with a different value of the
column density.
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The results obtained are reported in the lower part
of Table 3. The decoupled MYTorus model yields a
better chi-squared (χ2 = 749.2) than the non-decoupled
one, for the same number of DOF. The values of f scatt
are consistent with those found by applying the standard
MYTorus model, while power-law continuum is slightly
steeper. With this model we find a significant variation
of N CH between Obs.5 and 6, similarly to what we found
using pexrav.
The column density of the reprocessing material is
found to be N TH (S,L) = (6.0
+3.5
−2.2)× 10
24 cm−2, while the
line of sight non-variable absorber [N TH (Z)] has a lower
value (∼ 3.7×1023 cm−2) than that obtained considering
a homogeneous torus (Sect. 4.1). The value of N TH (Z) is
consistent with the lowest value of NH obtained by ap-
plying the slab model.
5. FLUX VARIABILITY AND TIME-RESOLVED
SPECTROSCOPY
X-ray observations have shown that, besides a highly
variable line-of-sight column density, IC 751 also presents
significant flux variability of the primary X-ray source
on days-to-months timescales both in the soft and hard
X-ray bands (see Table 2 and 3). As illustrated in
Fig. 5 (filled points), the observed flux of IC 751 varies
by a factor of four in the 2–10keV band, and by a
factor of 1.6 in the 10–50keV band. When consider-
ing intrinsic fluxes (i.e. absorption corrected, empty
points in Fig. 5), the amplitude of the variability is
larger: the X-ray source varies by a factor of ∼ 5 both
in the 2–10 and 10–50keV bands. The average ob-
served fluxes in the 2–10keV and 10–50keV bands are
6.4×10−13 erg cm−2 s−1 and 4.0×10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, re-
spectively. The intrinsic average nuclear fluxes in the two
bands are 7.4× 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (2–10keV) and 9.3×
10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (10–50keV), which correspond to k-
corrected average luminosities of log(L2−10/ erg s
−1) =
43.22 and log(L10−50/ erg s
−1) = 43.32. The 12µm
rest-frame luminosity of IC751 could be estimated us-
ing WISE, by linearly interpolating the fluxes in the
W3 (11.56µm) and W4 (22.09µm) bands. The mid-
IR flux of IC 751 is dominated by the AGN, since
W1 −W2 > 0.8 (Stern et al. 2012). We found that the
X-ray luminosity is in agreement with the 12µm luminos-
ity [log(L12µm/ erg s
−1) = 43.70], as expected from the
well known mid-IR/X-ray correlation (e.g., Gandhi et al.
2009, Stern 2015, Asmus et al. 2015).
In order to improve our constraints on the absorbing
material, and to study its evolution on shorter timescales,
we analysed the XMM-Newton EPIC/PN and NuSTAR
light-curves of IC 751 in different energy bands. We ex-
tracted XMM-Newton EPIC/PN light curves in the 0.3–
10, 0.3–2 and 2–10keV bands, with bins of 1 ks. NuS-
TAR FPMA light curves were extracted in the 3–79,
3–20 and 20–60keV bands with bins of 6 ks. We also
analysed the variability of the hardness ratio, defined as
HR = H−S/H+S, where H and S are the fluxes in the
soft (0.3–2 and 3–20keV) and hard (2–10 and 20–60keV)
bands, respectively.
For all the observations we performed a χ2 test in or-
der to assess the variability of the hardness ratio and the
flux in the three different energy bands. We considered
the flux or the hardness ratio to be variable if the min-
Figure 5. Historical X-ray variability of IC 751 in the 2–10 (top
panel) and 10–50 keV (bottom panel) band. The filled and empty
points represent the observed and intrinsic (i.e. corrected for ab-
sorption) fluxes, respectively. The red dashed line and the dot-
dot-dashed green line represent the average observed and intrinsic
fluxes, respectively.
imum confidence level was p ≤ 1%. To constrain the
amplitude of the variability we used the rms variability
amplitude (F var, see Eq. 10 and B2 of Vaughan et al.
2003). NuSTAR light-curves of Obs. 2 show significant
variability both in the broad and in the soft band, while
the other NuSTAR observations do not show any sign of
short-term variability. The XMM-Newton light-curve of
Obs. 5 shows significant flux variation in the hard band,
while the flux is consistent with being constant during
Obs. 6. The largest value of the rms variability ampli-
tude is found for the NuSTAR 3–20keV light-curve of
Obs. 2 (F var = 34 ± 7%). The hardness ratio is signifi-
cantly variable only for the NuSTAR light-curve of Obs. 2
(p ≃ 0.5%, F var = 59 ± 16%), which shows a hardening
of the spectrum in the last ∼ 6 ks of the observation.
The 104-months 14-195 Swift/BAT light-curve does
not show evidence of significant long-term variability
(p ∼ 6%) on a time-scale of 25Ms.
We also carried out time-resolved spectral analysis of
the longest NuSTAR observation (Obs. 3), by splitting it
in five time intervals with similar length. We applied the
slab model described in Sect. 3, leaving the normaliza-
tion of the primary X-ray emission and the line-of-sight
column density free to vary, and found that the parame-
ters obtained are consistent within their 90% confidence
interval between all observations. Leaving the value of
f scatt free to vary improves significantly the fit only for
the second (∆χ2 ≃ 8) and third (∆χ2 ≃ 7) segment, and
results in values consistent with those obtained for the
other segments and for the whole observation.
6. DISCUSSION
The X-ray observations of IC 751 presented here show
clear evidence of changes in the line-of-sight column den-
sity, with the X-ray source being obscured by Compton-
thick [log(NH/ cm
−2) ∼ 24.3] material in two observa-
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tions, and by Compton-thin material [log(NH/ cm
−2) ≃
23.60] in three observations. This result is confirmed
adopting both the slab (Sect. 3, top panel of Fig. 6) and
the torus (Sect. 4, bottom panel of Fig. 6) X-ray spectral
models. In particular, by using a physical torus model
we were able, assuming a smooth and azimuthally sym-
metric torus, to disentangle the intrinsic obscuration as-
sociated with a non-varying absorber from the column
density of the varying absorber. Variations in the ob-
served line-of-sight column density might be related ei-
ther to: i) intrinsic variation of the absorbing material,
caused by moving clouds; ii) changes in the intensity of
the nuclear radiation, which would cause a variation in
the ionization state of the absorbing material. Although
the observations during which the highest values of the
column density were found also correspond to the stage
in which the source was more luminous, for a low-density
photo-ionised absorber there might be delay between the
flux variation and the response of the absorber, so that
the second scenario cannot be completely discarded. In
the following we will however assume that changes in NH
are related to clouds eclipsing the X-ray source, as found
for several other changing-look AGN (e.g., Risaliti et al.
2005).
Following Risaliti et al. (2007) and Marinucci et al.
(2013), the distance of the cloud from the X-ray source
(Rc) can be estimated by considering that the size of the
source and that of the cloud are similar (Dc ≃ D s), and
that the transverse velocity is given by the ratio between
the size of the source (Ds) and the crossing time Tcr:
Vk = Ds/Tcr. It must be remarked that in Obs. 2 we
found possible evidence of partial covering, which would
imply that Dc < Ds. By applying the slab model we
found that the cloud covers 83% of the X-ray source.
The value of the covering factor was larger when adopt-
ing the torus model (∼ 96%). Given the rather large val-
ues of the covering factor, taking the possible difference
between Dc and Ds into account does not significantly
affect our results. Assuming that the cloud is moving
with a Keplerian velocity, we obtain:
Rc =
GMBH
V 2k
=
GMBHT
2
cr
D2s
. (2)
Micro-lensing (e.g., Chartas et al. 2002, 2009), occul-
tation studies (Risaliti et al. 2009) and large-amplitude
rapid X-ray variability have shown that the size of the
X-ray source is D s ≃ 10 r g, where r g = GMBH/c
2. As-
suming that D s = 10 r g, we obtain
Rc =
GMBHT
2
cr
102R2G
≃ 2 pcM8.5R
−2
10 T
2
10, (3)
where T10 is the crossing time in units of ten days (8.64×
105 s) and M8.5 =MBH/10
8.5M⊙.
The black hole mass of IC 751 has been recently ob-
tained by the study of the stellar velocity dispersion, as
part of work aimed at constraining the characteristics
of Swift/BAT selected AGN in the optical band (Koss
et al. in prep.), and is log(MBH/M⊙) ≃ 8.5. By using
Eq. 3, and considering that i) no significant variation was
found during the 50 ks of NuSTAR Obs. 3 (over a total of
100ks), and that ii) the shortest interval in which a vari-
ation of the CT material is evident is between Obs. 3 and
Figure 6. Column density variability of IC 751. Top panel: to-
tal line-of-sight column density (NH) obtained with the slab model
described in Sect 3. Bottom panel: column density of the varying
absorber (cloud column density, N CH , see Fig. 3) obtained with the
torus spectral model discussed in Sect. 4. The black dotted line and
the green dashed line represent the values of the non-variable col-
umn density of the torus obtained by using MYTorus in its stan-
dard [N TH (θ i)] and decoupled [N
T
H (Z)] mode, respectively. The
values of the line-of-sight column density are those obtained by
using MYTorus in the decoupled mode (Sect. 4.2).
Obs. 4, which were carried out 108 days apart, we can say
that the distance of the cloud is between Rmin = 0.027pc
(∼ 32 light-days) and Rmax ≃ 230pc.
Optical reverberation-mapping studies have shown
that the radius of the BLR scales with the square root
of the luminosity (e.g., Kaspi et al. 2005). According
to Kaspi et al. (2005), considering the Hβ lags and the
results obtained averaging different observations of the
same object, the radius of the BLR is given by
RBLR
10 lt− days
= 0.86×
(
L2−10
1043 erg s−1
)0.532
. (4)
For the average 2–10keV luminosity of IC 751 we find
RBLR = 11.7 light-days, which implies that the obscur-
ing clouds responsible for the variation of NH are beyond
the emission-weighted average radius of the BLR. Using
a similar approach it is possible to put constraints on
the location of the hot inner wall of the torus, which is
also known to scale with the square-root of the luminos-
ity (e.g., Suganuma et al. 2006, Kishimoto et al. 2011).
Following Tristram & Schartmann (2011) (Fig. 4 of their
paper) the inner radius of the hot dust (RNIR), obtained
from K-band reverberation, can be approximated by:
log
RNIR
1 pc
= −23.10 + 0.5 logL14−195, (5)
where L14−195 is the 14–195keV luminosity
(in erg s−1). At 12µm, interferometric studies
(Tristram & Schartmann 2011, see also Burtscher et al.
2013) have shown that the size of the mid-IR emitting
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region (RMIR) in AGN can be estimated by
log
RMIR
1 pc
= −21.62 + 0.5 logL14−195. (6)
The 70-month averaged 14–195keV luminosity of IC 751
is log(L14−195/ erg s
−1) = 43.47 (Baumgartner et al.
2013), which corresponds to RNIR = 0.04pc (∼ 48 light-
days) and RMIR = 1.3 pc. From this we can conclude
that the absorbing material could be related to the outer
BLR, to clumps in the molecular torus or even to mate-
rial located at further distance from the SMBH.
A change in the Compton-thin absorber is also found
between Obs. 5 and Obs. 6 using the slab spectral model
and MyTORUS in its decoupled mode. The two ob-
servations were carried out about 48 hours apart, which
means (applying Eq. 3) that for the Compton-thin ma-
terial the R . Rmax = 0.08pc (∼ 95 light-days). If
the Compton-thin and CT clouds are located at the
same distance from the X-ray source, then the regions
where the varying absorbers are located is between 32
and 95 light-days. This would imply that the absorber
is consistent with being located either in the BLR or
in the inner side of the dusty torus. Recent work has
shown that the Fe Kα might also arise in this region
(Minezaki & Matsushita 2015; Gandhi et al. 2015) As-
suming that the cloud has about the same size of the
X-ray source, i.e. ∼ 10 r g (∼ 4.7× 10
14 cm), and that its
column density is 1.5×1024 cm−2, the density of the cloud
would be n ∼ 3.2× 109cm−3. This value is in agreement
with that expected for the BLR clouds (e.g., Peterson
1997). A BLR origin for the varying absorber in IC 751
would fit what has been found so far for other changing-
look AGN, several of which show absorbers compatible
with being part of the BLR (e.g., Maiolino et al. 2010;
Risaliti et al. 2010; Burtscher et al. 2016).
Thanks to its broad-band coverage, NuSTAR is a very
powerful tool to study obscuration in AGN, and it has
been shown to be fundamental to well constrain the
line-of-sight column density (e.g., Are´valo et al. 2014;
Gandhi et al. 2014; Koss et al. 2015; Annuar et al. 2015;
Bauer et al. 2014; Lansbury et al. 2015). Studying type-
II quasars, Lansbury et al. (2015) have shown that the
estimates ofNH obtained by NuSTAR are 2.5–1600 times
higher than previous constraints from XMM-Newton and
Chandra. This shows that, in the absence of high-quality
broad-band observations, it would be possible to miss
changing-look events for weak sources. Another clear
example is given by the recent detection of an unveil-
ing event in NGC1068 (Marinucci et al. 2015), which
would have been missed by observations carried out be-
low 10keV. Repeated NuSTAR observations of obscured
sources might therefore uncover a significant number of
new changing-look events. Burtscher et al. (2016) have
recently reanalysed the relation between NH and the op-
tical obscuration AV, and found that in several cases the
deviation of NH/AV from the Galactic value is due to
variable absorption. This would imply that ideal tar-
gets to study occultations of the X-ray source are ob-
jects showing a large deviation from the GalacticNH/AV
value.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We reported here on the spectral analysis of five NuS-
TAR observations of the type-2 AGN IC751, three of
which were combined with XMM-Newton or Swift/XRT
observations in the 0.3–10keV range. IC 751 is the first
changing-look AGN (i.e. an object that has been ob-
served both in a Compton-thin and a CT state) dis-
covered by NuSTAR. We find that the X-ray source
was obscured by CT material during the first two ob-
servations, while its line of sight obscuration is found
to be Compton-thin during the following observations,
which implies that absorption varies on timescales of
. 3months. Changes of the line-of-sight column density
are also found on a time-scale of ∼ 48 hours (∆NH ∼
1023 cm−2). While we cannot constrain the location of
the absorber precisely, by considering the lack of spec-
tral variability during the longest NuSTAR observation
we can infer the minimum distance to be further than the
emission-weighted average radius of the BLR. Assuming
that the varying Compton-thin and CT clouds are lo-
cated at the same distance from the X-ray source, then
the material is located between 32 and 95 light-days. The
absorber could therefore be related either to the exter-
nal part of the BLR or to the inner part of the dusty
torus, although the BLR origin might be slightly favored
since the density of the clouds is found to be consistent
with the value expected for BLR clouds. By adopting
a physical torus X-ray spectral model, we are able to
disentangle the column density of the non-varying ab-
sorber (NH ∼ 3.8× 10
23 cm−2) from that of the varying
clouds [NH ∼ (1 − 150) × 10
22 cm−2], and to put con-
straints on the column density of the reprocessing ma-
terial (NH ∼ 6 × 10
24 cm−2). We found that the X-ray
source is highly variable both in the 2–10keV and 10–
50keV bands. Future observational campaigns on IC751
in the X-ray band will be able to improve the constraints
on the location of the varying absorber, and confirm or
not whether it is related to clouds in the BLR as it has
been found for several objects of this class.
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